Bringing back Beirut — Lebanon’s
capital is booming after years
of civil war, sectarianism and
dysfunctional government.
World-class architects are leaving
their mark, but local architects and
observers have a role to play,
writes Liliana Albertazzi
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No matter how bad the effects on Lebanon of civil wars
or how many governments and invasions have been suffered,
Beirut finds its strength time after time from its own
topography.
The present-day harbour area was settled in the third
millennium BC by the Phoenicians, the name Beirut refers to
its wells. It gave birth to orthogonal city planning well before
the Greeks laid claim to it, while the Romans reconstructed the
city after an earthquake and learned from its sewerage system
and ventilation technology as much as from its intellectual
leadership — Beirut’s law school was the leading jurisprudence
centre of the Roman Empire.
The layers of this impressive past are still visible downtown
and in the Gemmayzeh neighbourhood. The last war (19751990) ironically enabled the buried archaeological wealth to
surface. It also allowed a huge architectural revival in which
‘starchitects’ have worked side by side with developers from
the Gulf. Since 1990, the all-powerful Solidere Company, acting
on behalf of the state, but with private capital, has been
charged with rebuilding Beirut’s Central District.
Solidere wealds huge power, but opposition is strong and
locals protest, locals feeling this part of the city doesn’t belong
to them anymore. They don’t have the wealth to be able to
shop in the department stores under construction, such as at
the one Solidere commissioned from Zaha Hadid Architects,
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(who also designed the Issam Fares Institute) or in the almostcompleted 1338 Mina El Hosn by American architect Peter
Marino, or in Renzo Piano’s planned high-rise development
Saifa 415. Neither will they be able to afford the flats that these
mixed-use buildings offer. An already finished project of
Herzog & de Meuron and three towers from Foster + Partners,
of a rare quality among the new constructions, are
economically out of reach to ordinary citizens, here, and most
anywhere in the world.
While we can be critical about the opportunist and
mindless way buildings rise up everywhere, and how each one
steps in front of the last one, blocking its view, it has to be
admitted that Solidere did rebuild the city in record time.
Equally, one can be disenchanted with how all these show-off
buildings lack context, but we should probably aim our ire at
the architects themselves, after all, Solideres’s goal is making
money, not architectural history.
However, the Lebanese architecture scene is rich and solid
enough that you have to hope it will have a voice in the
redevelopment discussions. Youssef Tohme Architects and
Associates (YTAA) and Bernard Khoury have already achieved
international recognition realising buildings such as the
Université Saint Joseph in Beirut (YTAA and 109 Architects),
and Plot # 1072 (Khoury), have garnered accolades and respect.
Tohme has also won France’s Agora Prize for urban planning.
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Acting on behalf of the
state but with private
capital, the all-powerful
Solidere Company
has been charged
with rebuilding Beirut’s
Central District

1 (previous spread) Youssef Haidar’s
repurposing of the Barakat Building
to create the Beit Beirut museum
addresses the past, in contrast to
numerous luxury developments
2 The Marina Yacht Club by Steven Holl
at Zaitunay Bay, completed in 2014

3 Zaha Hadid Architects designed the
American University’s Issam Fares
Institute, completed 2014
4 Elevation plan of Saifi 415 by RPBW,
among a continuing wave of high-end
developments
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Behind these prominent practices are other architectural
protagonists. The Urban Observatory of Beirut tracks and
comments on development, and George Abid also succeeded
in activating another urbanist institution, the Arab Centre for
Architecture, with support from the EU. Apart from the
archives on modern architecture it keeps, it organises visits to
modern architecture that engages with the urban context. It
even provides workshops to reveal architecture to 11–15year-olds, holds exhibitions and promotes generally discourse.
Arab Centre project manager Claudine Abdelmassih
comments: ‘I believe we’ve been stepping from one religious
power to the next, and the city of Beirut has been very much
impacted by these divisions: in the South Shiites are pushing
reconstruction to gain territory; the centre is very much
controlled by Sunnis who definitely stand for financial benefit
network rather than for territorial respect; and in the East the
Christians keep longing for a European lifestyle. Of course, all
these sectors end up mixed, but the disproportion between
majorities and minorities creates local conflicts, and overall
the different approaches to appropriating the territory.’
Her analysis helps clarify the complex urban situation.
Architect Naji Assi of Naji Assi Architects also engages in
debates at the Arab Centre. Based in the Lebanon and in
France, he has a special interest in architectural heritage and
how that relates to the reconstruction issues. In association
with fellow architect Elie-Pierre Sabbag, he restored a building
from the French period within the Solidere perimeter. While it
now hosts luxury brand Hermès, the architects created an
intelligent rehabilitation, at odds with Solidere’s norm. Assi
summarises the work: ‘A contemporary restoration method
was used, in which contributions of all the previous
transformations were carefully considered. Restored elements
are clearly expressed as such. The synthesis between the old

and the new is not the expected contrast between classical and
contemporary. It only reveals only on the building’s skin.’
Driven by collective memory’s political obligation, architect
Youssef Haidar of Yousef Haidar Architecte has a different
vision for the restoration of the past. Instead of rehabilitating
the Barakat Building, he decided to patch it up with a visible
metal prosthesis, with the aim of avoiding the usual planned
amnesia. This Ottoman house happens to be a very special
place, since the demarcation line between West and East,
Christians and Muslims, passed exactly through the middle of
it. The avant-garde open corner from its 1924 extension works
as an axis of the four-storey plus roof-terrace residence. It
allowed inner circulation between the houses of two families
(who happened to be from different religions) and each room
had a view of the city. Sadly this architectural/social manifesto
became the perfect place for snipers during the war.
Haidar’s last renovation is meant to underline the war’s
ruins and will host Beit Beirut, a museum of Beirut history.
Yet despite its radical approach, some architects, such as
architect and activist (and French Medal of honour winner)
Mona El Kallak, are unhappy with aspects of it, such as the
invasive staircase in the middle of the central room leading to
the museum’s auditorium. The staircase is ungracious but this
sacrifice assures that the building can function properly.
Associate architect at YHA, Tania Ghosn responds to the
criticism: ‘The staircase leading to the first basement is
separate from the ramp in order not to obstruct the groundfloor open space. It was important to have independent access
to the auditorium, especially since its operating hours might
differ from those of the museum.’ Again, the choice here is
between architecture as ‘representation with political
engagement’, as Khouri pointed out, or architecture as a
functional solution.

5 – 7 The Université Saint Joseph’s
Campus for Innovation and Sport (2011)
by Youssef Tohme Architects and
Associates, and 109 Architects
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8 (previous spread) The Bernard
Khoury / DW5-designed Plot #1072
9, 10, 11, 12 (following spread) The
Barakat Building retains physical scars
and memories of conflict in
its repurposing by architect Youssef
Haidar into the museum/urbanist
centre Beit Beirut
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The demarcation line
between West and East,
Christians and Muslims,
passed exactly through
the middle of the house
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13 Beirut Sunset, by artist Mazen Kerbaj,
one of three images summarising the
complexity of his relationship with the
city. His text says: But despite
everything, I sometimes say I love you/
Despite everything I love you yes I love
you despite everything

14 PSLabs created the lighting the
Capitole rooftop bar, in conjunction
with architect Adrian Perez

15 The Hermès shop occupies a building
sympathetically restored by Naji Assi
Architects and Elie-Pierre Sabbag
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However there is a more grass-roots, unplanned alternative
that’s been growing since 2010. A very hip neighbourhood has
sprung up — Mar Mikhael.
In this area, ruins rub shoulders with well-restored old
French houses. Solidere does not operate here, though neither
does infrastructural planning, wiring is all over the place and
the paths are uneven. But despite that Mar Mikhael’s Armenian
Street is full of bars and life.
Boutique hotel Villa Clara hosts the arty crowd and The
Plan BEY gallery is all about love for Beirut. Here, the studios
of excellent designers, such as David/Nicolas and PSLab, are
open for visits. The latter is an experience in itself and is next
to the East Village Building by Jean Marc Bonfils (winner of
the Asian Architecture Award 2015), with its stone, wood and
living wall facades.
Bonfils’ exemplar building sits close by a landmark example
of the modernist architecture from the period before the civil
war, the Electricité du Liban Headquarters Building (1972)
by J Aractingi, P Nasser and JN Conan. That building helps
remind us of the diversified and rich past of this city and taken
together with East Village Building, it perhaps signifies that
there is a possible bright future.
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16 & 17 East Village by Jean-Marc
Bonfils, completed 2014. The project
started in 2007 before the area of
Mar Mikhael was considered attractive

